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The Second International Professional BraVo Music Awards became the most large-scale and successful music ceremony of the year, held at two most prestigious venues of Moscow. It proved Russian capital's status as the cultural center of Eurasian continent. Guests of the ceremony attended two gala concerts featuring famous Russian and world stars.
March 19. The Second Classical BraVo Awards ceremony was held on the legendary Historical stage of the Bolshoi Theatre.
Hosts of the evening – actress, singer and TV-presenter Elena Sever and showman Igor Vernik.
Minister of Culture of the Russian Federation Vladimir Medinsky underlined in his speech, that «... approaches of BraVo Awards Organizing Committee are the most unbiased».

Tribute to Monserrat Caballe was a touching moment – her daughter Monserrat Marti sang on the Historical stage of the Bolshoi Theatre and received a BraVo statuette for her mother’s «Contribution to the World Musical Culture».

The first part of the Classical BraVo Awards Ceremony was highlighted by «Take me to Church» – a performance of an extravagant ballet dancer Sergey Polunin. The second part of the Ceremony became a surprise for all ballet lovers – incredible Svetlana Zakharova made a Russian premiere of «Caravaggio» in duet with Jacopo Tissi. A lyrical song «Nessun Dorma» was performed by Michael Bolton.
Both the audience and the press gasped as Special guests of BraVo Awards appeared at the Bolshoi Theatre. World famous Hollywood actor John Travolta came up on the stage twice – he made a welcome speech and gave a BraVo statuette to the winner in «Soundtrack of the Year» category, Andrey Hramov, the frontman of «Zemlyane» Band (OST «Pilgrim», song «Loneliness», words by poet Mikhail Gutseriev), and also congratulated «World star» Andgela Gheorghiu. Helen Mirren admitted from the stage, that she loved Russian ballet and gave the golden BraVo statuette to Vladislav Lantratov - the leading dancer of the Bolshoi Theatre for «Nureyev» – «Ballet of the Year».
Winners of Classical BraVo Awards-2019

«Classical album of the Year» - Daniil Trifonov.
«Destination Rachmaninov: Departure»
«Concert/theatre venue of the Year» - Zaryadye concert hall / Astana Opera
«Most promising project of the Year/ Best New Artist» - Ivan Bessonov
«The best classical composition in modern rendering» - «The Veronica», Du Yun (China)
«Ballet of the Year» - «Nureyev» at the Bolshoi Theatre
«The best classical male vocal» - Hao Jiang Tian (China)
«The best classical female vocal» - Venera Gimadieva
«Orchestra of the Year» - State Academic Symphony Orchestra of Russia «Evgeny Svetlanov»
«Conductor of the Year» - Michiyoshi Inoue (Japan)
«Opera of the Year» - «Il trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno»
«World Star» - Angela Gheorghiu
«For support of the Classical art» - «Art, Science and Sport» charity fund, founder – Alisher Usmanov
March 20. BraVo Awards gala dinner at luxurious Ritz-Carlton hotel in the very heart of Moscow. The event was attended by BraVo winners of 2018 and 2019, Russian and foreign classical and pop-music stars, patrons of the arts, music producers, owners and editors-in-chief of leading Mass Media, as well as representatives of Russian ministries and state organizations.
At the Red Carpet guests could see Helen Mirren, John Travolta, Elena Sever, Timbaland, Filipp Kirkorov, Alessandro Safina, Angela Gheorghiu and many others.
Among the guests of the evening were: Dmitry Peskov, the Press-secretary of the Russian President, owner of «MK» newspaper Pavel Gusev, Editor-in-Chief of «OK» magazine Vadim Vernik and his brother – showman and host of Classical BraVo ceremony Igor Vernik, singers Filipp Kirkorov, Nikolay Baskov, UrKiss, VladiMir, Dusya, «Queens» band, «Zemlyane» band, Miss Europe-2018 Anastasia Ammosova, general producer of Russian Mediagroup Sergey Baldin and representatives of the largest Russian and foreign companies – partners of BraVo Awards.
BraVo Awards gala dinner was divided into two parts – the first one was devoted to classical art, the second – to the popular music.

On the stage in the Grand Ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton hotel appeared young promising opera stars of the Bolshoi Theatre – Martha Danusevich and Taras Prisiazhnyuk. Then the guests applauded to BraVo-winning Danelia Tuleshova – a 12-year old incredibly talented singer from Kazakhstan. Italian singer Mario Biondi became a revelation for the audience. As for Russian pop-music, guests danced to hits by Burito and Artik&Asti.
Helen Mirren and John Travolta - Special guests of BraVo Awards, sincerely thanked participants and management of the event and warmly welcomed the guests. They underlined that the visit to Russia was planned together with their families and the aim was to get acquainted with historical heritage of Moscow and to show the children and relatives the beauty of versatile Russian culture.

BraVo gala dinner was held in the atmosphere of relaxed luxury and became a widely discussed high-society event of Spring-2019. Closing the Classical day and opening doors for Popular Music Ceremony in the Kremlin, the BraVo gala dinner was an integral part of a three day long journey into the world of luxury and good music featuring the brightest world stars.
Popular Music BraVo Awards.
Famous Russian singers took part in the concert – Filipp Kirkirov, Loboda, Dima Bilan, Elena Sever, Tamara Gverdtsiteli, Zemlyane band, Queens and many others. Nikita Balakshin performed with «Glass of Vodka» – a hit of Grigory Leps, winner in «People’s recognition» category.
The audience welcomed young modern singers. UrKiss performed the part of Justin Timberlake together with famous producer, American rapper, Grammy-winning Timbaland. Zivert became the best new artist for her song «Life». VladiMir presented a new dance-hit «Don’t doubt», Danelia Tuleshova sang «A Million Voices» by Polina Gagarina.
World famous hits were performed by Chris de Burgh, Michael Bolton, Leona Lewis, Axel Rudi Pell and Mario Biondi.
Hosts of the evening – actress, singer and TV-presenter Elena Sever and singer Filipp Kirkirov.

On the stage of the Kremlin Palace also appeared stars from Japan, Indonesia and other partner states of BraVo Awards: Japanese rock-band «Roach», Uzbek singer Shahzoda, Indonesian star Via Vallen and other singers.
Winners of Popular Music 
Bravo Awards - 2019

«Male singer of the Year» - Filipp Kirkirov 
«Female singer of the Year» - Polina Gagarina 
«Composer of the Year» - Maxim Fadeev 
«Band of the Year» - BTS (Republic of Korea) 
«Music video of the Year» - «Skibidi» by Little Big 
«Songwriter of the Year» - Dennis Kovalsky 
«Duet of the Year» - Robbie Williams and Aida Garifullina, «Angels» 
«Song of the Year» - «SuperStar», Loboda 
«Most promising project of the Year / Best New Artist» - Zivert 
«Soundtrack of the Year» - OST «Pilgrim» 
«Album of the Year» - «E.G.O», Jah Khalib 
«Contribution to the world musical culture» - Charles Aznavour (posthumously) 

Special nomination «People’s recognition» - Grigory Leps
Traditionally among the guests of BraVo Awards there were classical and popular music stars from more than a dozen countries, opinion-makers of world music industry, record producers, patrons of the arts, ambassadors and representatives of BraVo Awards partner states – China, India, Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Republic of Korea and CIS-countries.
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